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A Black Lemon Production

Annual April Fool's issue

UCB declares bankruptcy
Pollock said the administration
flat top for writing and all. It
even had drawers to keep my felt that it was for "UCB's own
personal belongings in." he re- good" thai they be declared
bankrupt.
Wright Slate University has minisced.
"They are nothing but a bunch
Susie Stockton. UCB program
derided to forerlost on the finanof irresponsible born-again hipcoordinator,
managed
to
keep
cially troubled University Center
Board according to Vice-Presi- her calm, screaming. "They pies with no sense of business."
dent O Edward Pollock. As a can't do this to me. it isn't fair. he casually remarked. "They
should be spending their time in
result of this decision, the Uni- We'll declare war."
Although many of UCB's fibusiness clashes if they are in
versity Center Board has declared itself bankrupt and will hold a nancial problems have been tcrested in thai sort of thing."
bla
ncd
on
her
she
retorted
that
He added lhal by destroying
public auction Friday. April I.
"This was a totally unexpected "I'm just a scapegoat, we all UCB. the Deep Ttrtxit suit would
decision." stated Teddie Staton, know thai Teddie has been em- have to be dropped. "As you cai.
UCB chairer, while righting back bezzling funds so he can bribe see. that will spare us much
the tears. "But they demanded people to elect him Chairer next humiliation and expense. A.*ter
immediate repayment of the 8000 year despite the fart I am more all. thev know we would win
anyway." he pointed out.
dollar deficit and we just don't qualified than him."
The UCB office, located in the
Stockton did not express the
have the money."
Staton expressed sorrow at same sentiments as Staton did. university Center, will be open at
seeing the UCB come to such an "1 won't miss anyone "cause 8 am Friday morning for people
end. "We tried to keep UCB fun- I didn't get along with anyone to interested in looking a' the
ctioning at least until the new begin with. And. I hated my equipment and supplies before
budget year (July. 1977) but it desk-it was too small but UCB I lie auction begins at 9 am.
denied my request for a throne,"
Student Caucus chairer Ed Siljust didn't work." he continued.
ver has been asked to be the aucHe added he would miss work- she stated furiously.
Stockton was last reported tioneer because of his "way wfth
ing with the other UCB people,
but that most of all he regretted stalking down Pollock with a bow words and quick tongue." said
leaving his desk behind. "It was and arrow borrowed from the Staton. "Plus, he was the cheapest person we could get to do it."
such a r.ice desk, with a smooth Archery dvb.
BY SUSAN OPT
Guardian Staff Writer

wsu execs to star
BY THOMAS BEYERLE1N
Guardian Editor

A new television detective series, tentatively titled Robert s
Angels, starring Wright State President Robert Kegerreis. will
make its debut April ! on channels 14 and 16. Expected to be a
ratings sensation, the series deals with three wealthy university
administrators who valiantly struggle against the subversive
student element both on and off campus.
"I play a rourageous college president, dedicated to furthering
the high iJeals of acadcmia; namely, that students should be seen
and not heard."said Kegerreis.
In the photo above, a still from the premiere episode. Kegerreis
and his "angels" prepare to bushwhack a passing anthropology
major. "I hardly ever had to look a\ the script." quipped
Kegerreis. "They tried to get me to put it down, but I thought I'd
keep it handy in case I forgot my lines during the taping."
University Center Director Elizabeth Dixon, in a rare photo
without her spectacles, stands poised at Kegerreis' left. Dr
Andrew P Speigel. executive vice-president and provost, dozes at
the far right.
"We think the show will be a smash." said Kegerreis. We re a
lively group."

Students disappear from Quad
BY DAVE YETTEE
Guardian Staff Writer
Several students are missing
after taking advantage of spring
weather and walking to classes
through the Loser's Quadrangle.
This strange phenomonon is
reportedly baffiling Wright State
University administrators who do
not dismiss the possibility this is
another Bermuda Triangle scare.
Richard Grewe, director of
security and parking services,
said "There arc no cleat explanations to these disappearances.
We arc cooperating with state
officials in the investigations and
will have something to report
later."
According to an unnamed
source the disappearances art

something more. "We suspect When 1 stepped onto the quad I
{here is some supernatural force felt myself being drawn down,
like my body was made of lead."
at work," he said.
The source said that students She paused, then added. "It was
walked through the quad and in so scarcy all I wanted to do was
some "unknown and mysterious run away. The next thing I knew
way" never reached the other I was lying in the grass by Allyn
side. "We belie*e the students hall."
Similar reports have been
were somehow dissolved and
drawn into the cracks of the made bv other persons. One
studciit said whiie throwing a
cement." he added.
One student, who shall remain frisbee. it fell into the quad and
annonvmous because of fear for vanished before his eyes. "It was
her life, made it through the really weird man. for a minute 1
quad without any physical dam- thought 1 was trippin'."
Some suggestions have already
age. however she is suffering
from emotional anxiety. She was been developed a« what to do
able to give a statement and told with the quad.
Ed Cooper, office manager for
of her horrifying experience.
"It was so dreadful." she parking services said it would
cried, "at first I didn't even solve a good part of the parking
know what was happening. problem on campus.
"The way 1 see it. we could
take al! the automobiles that are
parked illegally and drive them
into the quart. This would leave
"If our enrollment figures more room for others, plus teach
were based soley on how many a lesson to all the violators," he
students wc build we would be grinned.
able to state an exact future
Another suggestion came from
enrollment figure rather than just Dr Robert Correale. chairer of
a bunch of estimates." he said. the English department. "Every
"This would help us tremendous- quarter there are hundreds of
ly when applying for funds, freshmen who sign up for comp o s i t e classes and consequently
grants, et cetera."
Not only that, but real students we have an over run. 1 think it
cause added pressures and com- would be helpful if we could
plaints th».t could just not be round up the excess students and
built into the pseudo-students, march them through the quad. It
would be a good way to weed out
he mentioned.
Dr Andrew Speigel. vice presi- all of the classes."
d e d and provost, has suggested
Not all are happy with the
to Kegerreis that he consider newly discovered death trap,
replacing the entire faculty and however. President Kegerreis
staff with the pseudo-persons. acknowledged the suggestions,
"We could be the first university but noted. 'Who cares about the
to achieve total non-discrimina- student's problems? This thing
tion by making everyone sexless, may cause a loss in enrollment
ageless and raceless." he point- and that means a loss of subsidies to the university." Kegered out.
'The project is being spon- reis Old say he will consider
sored jointly by the W-.ghi State inviting area college administraUniversity Mcdical Foundation tors to walk through the quad.
and Amin Med.cal Association
"Just looking out for my own
anJ financed by funds embezzled
interests as usual." he said
from "Festival "77."
smiling.

WSU med school to assemble bionic students
BY SUSAN OPT
Guardian Staff Writer
About this lime last year, the
Guardian revealed the startling
discovery that Wright State University had been participating in
an illegal program entitled
"Rent-A-Studcnt." Under this
program, students were rented to
build up enrollment figures and
to cause regular students a multitude of problems (like signing up
tor popular classes to close
them).
With the advent of the new
Medical School, according to Dr
John Beljan. dean. Wright State
has now acquired £ » technology
to build its own students.
"Too many people were dying
lately and we had this excess of
cadaveis lying about." explained
Beljan. "So one of our professors
(Dr Mary Shelley) hit upon this
brilliant idea of saving the university money by building students."
'
Unused cadavers are cut up
and stored in freezer units under

the Mcdical Sciences building.
Later, the pieces arc reassembled when needed.
Beljan noted the pseudo-students are not readily recognizable cxcept for one distinguishing
characteristic—"They speak with
a lisp." But he feels it's a minor
problem and should be worked
out in the near future.
Beljan believes the bionic students have many advantages
over regular students. "For example. they can always come
back for spare parts."
He added that students can be
built .o meet certain specifications. "Marcus Jackson (basketball roach) has already ordered
five students to be built with an
average height of 6'8" or above
and (Swimming Coach) Lee Dexter is already investigating the
possibility of adding fins to the
pseudo-students."
"We are also considering a
request from Food Services to
build some students with four ot
five arms, to help with serving."
he ,-ontinued.

However, he pointed out that
feeding could get to be a problem. "They survive CH human
blood." He mentioned they were
considering instituting a secondary program called "Blood Brothers." Under this program one
could "adopt" a pseudo-student
by donating their blood once a
month. Dr Robert Kegerreis.
president of WSU. is very enthusiastic over the program
"This program has solved all our
problems of declining enrollment." he said.
Under ihe "Rent-A-Studcnt"
program. WSU was never sure at
any time about how many students would be available tc rent.
"Now we merely name the number and date and Medical Sciences supplies the necessary
number of students." said Kegerreis.
Kegerreis continued to sa>
thai they were "toying" with the
idea of doing away with real
students. "They cause too many
problems and too many variables." he complained.
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European cuisine to be offered in Rathskellar
BY SUSAN CALLAN
Guardian Staff Writer
Wright State beer-lovers can
expect entertaining nights in the
University Center Rathskellar
this quarter.
ARA mjnagemen',. in ap attempt to improve the Rathskellar's imago, remodeled the restaurant over Spring break, and
made arrangements to fly in
German oompah band? to entertain customers or. Friday and
Saturday nights throughout the
quarter.
Bob Bartooshie. ARA manager. said he felt a change ir, ihe
image of the Rathskellar *as

"something that's been needed really get the community excited desserts. The average dinner will
for a long time."
about Wright State University." cost approximately eight dollars
per person.
"We got tired of hearing the he stated.
"We don't feel students win
place referred to as the Rat."
Oompah bands will not be the
Bartooshie said. "It was demean- only innovation at the Rathskel- mind paying a little more when
ing."
lar. ARA has scrapped the old thev see what they're getting,"
Bartooshie iioled that the up- menu of pizza, tacos, and hamgrading of the Rathskellat was burgers for a new European
part of a total university program menu.
to attract "older, more sophiLowenbrau and Kronenbourg
sticated" people as WSU stu- beers will replace the American
BY DAVID McEIROY
dents.
beers now served, and knockAssistant to the Editor
"We felt the Rathskellar's wurst and Reuben sandwiches
image had to be changed if we will become regular luncheon
were gome to attract the high fare.
The Inter-flub council has wellevel clientele recent university
A dinner menu will be served i imied a new club to the Wright
recruiting campaigns have been from six pm on. featuring such State community, the Iron Honeaimed at," Bartooshie said.
dishes as Sauerbraten, Wiener- men. The motorcycle clut plans
"We feel oompah bands will schnitzel, and assorted flaming

Bikers plan tunnel race

Put your expensive eye
behind our inexpensive System 35...and WOW.
Just about any of the g-eat photographs you see
could have been taken with Vivitar System 35.
Plus one good eye Vivitar System 35 is a most
inexpensive way to get serious about photography
The basic lirmiation is your own creativity and skill
Vivitar 220/SL 35mm earners Center-weighted
match needie metering system • Speeds i'om
I '' 000 to t second p'us "B" for time exoosure "lectronic Hash sync at i ' 125th
second/Universal threa 1 mount 50mm
II 8 lens/Bu It-in hot shoe/Self timer.
Fiim-in-chan'be' indicator, ASA Range
25 i 600 Vivitar Automatic Electronic
Flash Up to 200 flashes 'rom one smgie

®Ppnc»- & B»»'. iK i t ' "
... .^4
.
**

Bartooshie said. He noted that
less affluent students can eat in
the UC cafeteria.
"To us. it's worth the expense
to bring a little culture to the
campus." Bartooshie said.

Vivitar System 35

9 volt alkaline battery Vivitar Automatic
135mm 12.8 l®n» Super local Ie-. Jth
tor portraits/About 2 Vj times larger ihan
normal image Vivitar 2X Tele Converter
Doubles the effective focal length of your
ienses/'Convertslhe50mrn iensto 100mm/
Ihe 135mm lens to 270mm Vivitar Enduro
Case Carries the entire system comfortably and securely while hil • *g, cycling,
skimo etc Find the nearest Viviti dealer and
ask lor a di mons'ranon
Mjr.etea m me U S A 6y l>< n3e' ft Best, inc
Coroo'ale Ollices 1630 Siswa'i S» • M. Sama Monica.
CA 90406 in Canada Vivila- Caiacia Ltd 'ties

tc initiate a membership drive
with a spectacular race at the
annual May Daze event.
Tom Motycka. president of the
Iron Horsemen, said "We're
going to hold one hell of •> motocross in the tunnels. The challenges of the tunnels should
really seperate the men from the
uussies. Any biker who thinks he
can measure up to our standards
ought to sign up for the race. Ir
he can manage to finish that,
he's welcome to join the club."
The 25 lap race will begin at I
pm at the point where the tunnel
leaves Allyn hall, and proceed
through the basements of Oelman. Fawcett. and Millett halls,
going through the Allyn basement for cacti lap.
Twelve cyclists are presently
registered for the race, which
will be flagged by Associate
Dean of Students. Ken Davenport. who said. "This is really
spectacular. !t should put Wright
Stale on the map."
Spectators will find admission
for one dollar in the various
hallways and doorways along the
race route.
The race will be taped for later
broadcast from the TV center for
an unspecified date on channels
!b and 14.
Davenport reported that the
rate was okayed by administrators "because everyone is generally outdoors anyway
May
Daze." Only one restriction was
placed on the eveil. which barred Hell's Angels from the campus.
The Angels had been rumored
to be planning to participate in
the race and provide security.
Carl Sims, assistant director of
security, said. "We'll be prepared. men will be located strategically to prevent accidents to
pedestrians and give first aid to
racers."
Motycka said thai "bikes
smaller than 500 cc'« should not
be raced." because "we'll cat
'cm up."
Motyclu will be raring with a
modified 1952 1300 cc Harle>
Davidson.
Motycka reports thai racing
rules will be somewhat unusual,
with the event resembling a motorized version of "Roller Bail."
He said "only men should try
this one. a wussie couldn't take
it."
Riders who wish to panicipate
in the race should register a; the
Dean of Students office.
BUSINESS

OPPQRIUMTV

Stuf Enveolpes
$25.00 K« HUNDRED
Immediate Earnings

Send $1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept. 339*
310 Franklii Street

Relocat
BY LANCE GOLDBERG AND
CARL SCHMIDT
Guardian Wrhera
Regular users of Allyn hall
lounge may be in for a shock
Monday when they slop in for
their morning coffee. An eigh,'
fool wall is to be built roughly
down the middle of the lounge to
partition the temporary offices of
Admissions/Visitation from the
rest of the lounge, so that food
service may continue normal operation.
The move of the Admii«*esi/
Visitation office from 131 Allyn
into shared quarters in the Allyn
lounge is being made now to
hasten the completion of the new
Student Services center wing
being built between Allyn and
Millett halls on the west side of
the quad, by the targe: date of
July I. 1977.
According to Ken Davenport,
associate director of Admission
Visitation and Articulation, a

/ offices will occupy student lounges
ninety day delay in completion of
the new facility would result if
the move were not made now,
and the inconvenience of shared
space would be postponed until
Fall quarter, when things will be
.re.tlly hectic for his department.
The move of Admissions/Visitjtion is only ihe first of thirtyfour moves that must take place
befor; the new Student Services
center wll be in full operation,
according to Bob Marlow, directum campus planning and construction.
The second move will be the
Office of the Dean of Students
"into temporary quarters in the
Millett lounge. Pollock says he is
"...worried about where students
will go (during their break periods)."
On the brighter side, in this
month of April showers. Pollock
feels the coming warm weather is
fortunate, "...although there
may be problems on rainy days
when students can't be outside."

The target date for the completion of the move of the Dean of
Students office is May 1, 1977.
The occupation of tyjroximately half of the Allyn and
Millett lounges by temporary
office space as the best compra
mise that could be worked, according to Henore Koch, associate provost for Academic services. It was either that, or take
over all of one lounge, and no
one wanted to impair food service in rhe Allyn lounge area.
Student reaction to the moves
seems typified by Louise Maurer.
freshman, who said. "Who
would be against it? Why would
anyone be against it? Will this
raise tuitions? If it does. !'#.>
against it."
Costs of the new structure to
the University's general operating fund will be minimal. According to Koch, the construction
costs for the tudent services
center arc being paid by a capital
construction appropriation from

the State of Ohio.
Maintenance costs are expected to be between sit and ten
cents per square foot for the
approximately 10.000 square foot
structure, according to Edward
Turptn. assistant director for
custodial operations.
The temporary office space for
Admissions/Visitation and the
Dean of Stvents will be minimal.

according to John Forman, assistant director. Physical Plant. as
the temporary space will be
constructed by recycling the
walk that now partition those
offices. Special suppoorting standards are to be used, so that no
damage will resuh to the carpeting. and no attachment! will be
made to the walls or ceiling of
the lounges.
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Cummings, one of 12, receives prominent
BY KATHERINE GASPER
Guardian Staff Writer
Dr Sue Cummings. associate
professor of chemistry, recently
became the first woman to receive an achievement award from
the Engineers and Scientists
Foundation and the A filiate Societies council.
Cummings was one of 12
winners of the 1977 awards.
A dinner was held February 25
to honor the outstanding scientists and engineers from the
Dayton Miami Valley area. Those
selected were honored for their
roie in making significant technical contributions, patents and

publications.
Cummings explained
that
"each year the Science Foundation and Affiliate Societies Council cncourages area scientific
organizations to nominate outsta'iding people." This year, the
WSU Chemistry Dep?.rtmcnt sent
her name to the Awards Commission.
Cummings was nominated for
the award by Dr Charles CArraher. chariman of the chemistry
department and by Dr Lois Cook,
associate dean of science and
engineering and also a member
of the chemistry department.
"I thought I stood a good
chance." remarked Cummings.

"...I believe in the power of
positive thinking."
"At dinner. ! received a plaque and gave a small speech
thanking the Department for
nominating me. and I expressed
hopes of continuing my research
and teaching activities at WSU."
"The award was really the
frosting on the cake. It's very
nice to get outside recognition,
for our research."
Cummings is the first woman
in 18 years to receive an award
from the Engineering and Scientists Foundation and the Affiliate
Societies Council.
She feels that this is in part
due to the fact that for many

years there were relatively fewwomen active in the sciences."
Cummings was the only university person to receive the
award. Most of the other recipients were from Wright Patterson
Air Force Base or industrial
laboratories.
"This has been a good year for
m t . " commented Cummings.
Besides being presented with the
Scientists and Engineers Award,
she was promoted to professor
and nominated for the American
Association of Universities Women's
National
Recognition
award.
She serves as acting associate
dean of graduate studies at

JBBUC

41

award

WSU. She is a member of the
American Chemical Society and
the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, and has
been elected to Phi Beta Kappa.
Alpha Lambda and lota Sigma
Pi.
Cummings spends most of her
time teaching, publishing and
doing research, although she is
an auction sale addict and attends as many sales as she can
on weekends.
Her research team is presently
exploring compounds which combine reversibly with molecular
oxygen from the air, and serve as
a model system for hemoglobin
in the blood.

WSU Student Caucus allows office space for OPIRG
BY KEN DUNBAR
Guardian Staff Writer
Student Caucus recently allowed office space on Wednesdays for the Ohio Public Interest
Reserart. Group (OPIRG) according to Web Norman, who is
heading the office here on campus.

burg. Wilmington, and Overland
campuses, is an organization run
by students and advisors paid by
the university. Norman explained. Though up to the students running the office organization, OPIRG mainly deals with
problems thai relate to ine community. Norman added.
As an example, Norman mentioned a WSU OPIRG office
possibly researching ihe environmental impact of 1-67S being
completed.
OPIRG has also gone before
come out and voluntarily turn the Public Utilities Commission
himself in" when he learned
of Ohio (PUCO) about the possithere was a warrant out on him.
bility of forcing Columbia gas
Although a suspect has been
and DPAL to open their records
rhargeu. securi*" officers arc
to "find out what got us in the
continuing the investigation, ac- situation (this winter's energy
cording to Siins. He noted that crisis) &nd what we can do to
the done "is still a matter of
avoid it in the future."
great concern."
Norman added that OPIRG is
"Security is still being main- not designed for student vs
tained." Sims said. He stated
administration-type problems.
that security has not stopped
Norman also commented that,
trying to follow up on the case, depending upon the administraand that leads will still be
tion's stand, students may be
investigated.
able to get credit for working on
"We still coordinate all inforOPnG.
mation with local police depart"I'd like at some point to start
ments," Sims imid.
up a awedag...foro a core

" ("here's a lot of leeway about
whM the OPIRG office at Wright
State '-an do." Norman noted.
Ke stated that he will be
mainly soliciting support for
OPIRG. measuring student interest in an organization such as
this.
OPIRG. with offices en the
University of Dayton. Witten-

Assault suspect surrenders
BY SUSAN CALLAN
Guardian Staff Writer
Wright State security has apprehended a suspect in the case
of an assault on a fern ate dorm
resident in the shower room last
quarter.
"We have made an arrest asd
charges were filed." said Carl M
Sims, assistant director tor security st WSU.
The suspect is identified as
William Rakestraw, and is being
charged with assault and crimiual trespassing. The pre-trial
date in Fairborn municipal t » t
is set for April 11.

Sim ,

group, and go to the Dean of
Students office to form » club."
Norman wants WSU's OPIRG
office "to be a clearing house for
consumer
information."
he
noted.
He pointed out that the WSU

OPIRG office has a brochure
explaining the use of the smiJI
claims court.
Norman added that OPIRG will
"teach students to become better
citizens."

WWSU wins battle
BY THOMAS BEYERLEIN
Guardian Editor
' Campus radio station WWSU
will end a battle that has lasted
for year Monday when President
Robert Kegeireis pushes the
button that will pui the 10 watt
station on the air.
Kegeriris, along with Executive Vice-president and Frovost
Andrew P Spiegel, and WWSU
advisor Larry Dyer will speak at
an official ceremony to be held
;fore the event. General Manager Dick Mort will serve as
master of ceremonies.
Mort said the application for
program authority for WWSU
was filed wtth the Federal Com-

ago. "fc's bwa a M l

of a long wait," he said.
One of the major stumbling
blocks for the fledgling station
was a "letter of concern" sent to
the FCC by WHK>-TV in February. 1976. WHIO contended in
the letter that their television
signal might be disrupted if the
station was allowed to broadcast
from the Wright State campus.
"It took us a little longer
because of WHIO's objection,"
said Mort. who figured the letter
delayed the process by about sis
months.
According to Mort, radio service to the University Center will
continue as usnal after the s:otioa goes cn the air. la addition,
doeed circuit service has been
••stored to die Clock Pot. he

said.
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No-cashing day is 'rare coincidence' from Bursar's office
BY BARBARA LAND
GaaitUan Staff Writer
Wright State's Bursar's officr
policy is to cash student paycheeks only on the day that they
are distributed. But on March 18.
the last payday of winter quarter,
the Bursar's office would not
cash student paychecks till the
following Monday.
When asked whether students
should plan on cashing their
fiitMre paychwks on campus and
yday.
Bursar
David

Schmaus described the no-cashing day as "a very rare coincidence (which) may not happen
again for five years."
March 18 was (he last day for
those using open registration to
pay their fees. "We were extremely busy March 16-18. We
ran through 2100 fee payments
on March 18. and we only have
three cashier windows." stated
Schmaus.
"We were later in processing
fees because fee killings were
late and student payments were

is a ladys girl*
So \hr knuns nhal you like There an- lots
m ureal t a m o A glas>.-cncl»scd lounge lor
quk'l comer>aliun a huge new dance floor
(.real mu-ii And lots mon

Thursday is Ladies Night
Free Admission
and Reduced Drinks
for both
Gals and Guys

• But guys also know She is great fun
S h e INiyfit Club.
fb-tiiml I

later." Schmaus continued.
"As the quarters go on."
confirmed Registrar Lou Falkner.
"students are paying their fees
later and later. This means that
the Bursar's is swamped at the
end
of
every
registration
period."
"Three weeks before mass
registration." Falkner continued,
"our enrollment was down seven
percent. After mass registration,
enrollment was up one percent.
So students registered later than
in previous years. And so. billings went out later."
Falkner added that the fee
statements for students who reg
islered February 21-25 "went out
3 or 4 days late."
"The question thai comes
up." concluded Falkner. "is,
'should the university act as a
bank?' There will be times when
we can'! offer full banking services."
Financial Aid Director David
Darr staled tha' most students
who received WSl! paychecks on
March 18 could not have gotten
short-term loans to cover themselves till Monday. "Those who
needed loa-s to pay spring fees
and those whose checks were
unfix*csscd were "the only people who .vould have received
short-term loans (on March 18)"
according to Darr.
Darr stated thai WsU offers
four tvpes of no-interest, short-

wmm\
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Come up to the
University Center Cafeteria

term loans: t'ee-payin; unpro- refund, several weeks into the
cessed timccard. p* sonal ex- term.
pense. and financial aid refund.
Unprocessed timccard loans,
On March 18. any student who "an accommodation we make for
had earned or were passing 3 s(udcnts whose (imecard. for any
hours at WSU. had a 2.0 WSU of a varie(y of reasons, is no(
grade-point average, and wrfs processed," are payable when
registered for 3 spring term (he student receives his ;>ext
hours could have borrowed up to paycheck, according (o Dan.
$150 to pay h s spring fees. Such These loans arc for (he amount of
loans arc payable May 11.
(he missed paycheck, less (axes
Personal expense loans of up and wi(hholdings.
to $50 per student per quarter
are also payable May 11 this
term. However, Darr stated that
the funds for personal expense
loans usually run out during the
first week of each quarter.
Loans for one-third of an expected financial aid refund become possible on (he first day of
each quarter. They arc payable
wher, the student receives the
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Raiders give nationally competitive performance
BY SUSAN OPT
Gar, Man Staff Wrllrr
Wright Mate's men swimmers
f it a commendable, though not
impressive, performance at the
National Championships held
March 17-19.
Freshman Doug Moyse gave
the team s best performance
when he placed 20th out of 23 in
the 1650 freestyle with a time of
7:14.402. Another freshman. Bob
Yanecek. took 30th out of 38 in
the 200 yard freestyle with a time
of 1:47.678, about two seconds
slower than his best time.
Junior Phil Rinchart's 25th
place in the !00 yard breastroke
was only one place below what
his best time wouid have gotten
him. Freshman John Yinger. first
to qualify in diving competition
for WSU. took 41st place in the
national meet.
Even the school record-holding
relay teams were overwhelmed
by the higher level of competition
and pressure. The 800 free relay
team of Moyse. Yanecek. Ralph
Hever. and Tom Dries, took last
place in the competition, even
the record time they set in the
event this year would have advanced their posiiion. The 400
Medley Relay team could have
tared better with a previous
meet's time. The school record
time of 3:17.82 set at the PcnnOhio Championships by Rinchart. Dries. Moyse. and Yanecek

would have moved the same
team's place of 22 out of 23. with
a time of 3:45.963, considerably.
The Women swimmers gave sn
impressive performance at the
A1AW Championships held at
Provider.ce. Rl.
Sophomore Barb Titsch swam
her best time in the !00 veard
breaststroke with a time of
1:10.14. It placed her second in
the event. She also took 24th
place in both the 200 yard breaststroke (2:32.03) and the 50 yard
breaststroke (32.48).

Bowlers win 2nd
year
BY SUSAN OPT
Guardian Sports Writer
Strike up two for Strokersvillc
whose fancy bowling won them
the Men's Intrr.mural Bowling
Championship for the second
year in a row.
Strokersville. which only lost
one game after the first week of
the season (and only by four
pins) captured the title by winning seventy out of seventy-four
games. I heir opponents, the
Rowdies, took second place trailing 60-14. Thev were followed by
the Pore Ol Profs who ended thseason with a 55-11) lecord.
Last year was the first year for
Strokersville consisting <f Jeff
Keener (team captain). Doug
Mouse. Dexter Collins. Lawrence
Cox. Terry Bums. Bill Hmbrv
and Curtis McGuire. who placed
fir.t last year under their record
this year. 60-12.
final scores for the other
men's intramural bowling teams
include: Alley-Oops-46-28. Coba45-29. Beta Phi Omega-40-34.
Phi Kappa Tau-39-35. Doobies23-51. Human Factors-17-57. and
Little Kisgs-forfeit.
In the Women's intramural
bowling. Zsta Tau Alpha took the
title with a season record of
42-32. rhey were followed by the
Kappa Wienerschnitzls 26-48 and
Socurs Fidels 19-55.

Junior Barb Wood row placed
32nd, 33rd. and 39«h tn the 200
backstroke. (2:15.2), 100 backstroke (1:03.18) and the 100
Individual Medley (1:04.23) respectively. She fell about s second short of her best times in
both the 100 backstroke and the
100 IM.
Junior Carol Ivan set a newschool record for the 50 yard
backstroke with a time of 29.30
which placed hei 33rd for the
event. Sophomore Maria Miniaci
came in 35th for the 50 yard

butterfly with a time of 28.54.
Another school record was set
by the 200 Medley relay tr*m of
Thrsch. Woodrow, Ivan and Miniaci placing them 30th for the
event with a time of 1:54.87.
The four women also swam
their best time for tiie year

(4:12.07) in the 400 Medley relay
putting them in 31st place.
Freshman Patti Williams was
the first woman to qualify for the
AIAW Diving Championships.
Wright State was the only team
to send both men and women in
diving.

Theta Delta Phi and
Alpha Xi Delta
prrttrnU
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PLAIN TALK
FROMARMCOON
FINDING A JOB:
How the energy
crisis chills
your chances

ton of steel. Our energy bill last year
came to over S.VXI.OOO.iiO). The cost
keeps climbing every year. No wonder
companies conserve energy. We have
to. even though most of Armco's
energy comes from coal which we
mine ourselves. When companies can't
get energy, people lose their jobs. We
all learned that during the winter. The
energy crisis is here. And it's huge.

So you're getting your degree and
looking for that perfect job. More
power to you. Literally. You'll need it.
America will have to find (he energy
it takes to make you a job.
Expressed as hea:. this nation
spends at least 71 quads of energy i
year. That's 7 I quadrillion B11 s \ 71
followed by l > /crocs. Since one BTU
will heat a pound of water one degree
We Americans already know how to
Fahrenheit, we're talking alxiut bringsolve the energy crisis. We have the
ing 219 trillion pounds of ice to a foil.
technology to reach solutions. Yet each
That's a glacier thirteen miles long,
solution comes with its own set of
two miles wide and a mile thick.
political problems. Natural gas mustn't
FA en. year.
| ci>si loo much. Offshore oil mustn't
Each working man and woman's
spoil our beaches. Coal mustn't rape
share of our 71 quads comes to
the land or poison the air. The atom
HX).(XD.UX) BTL's. Of course all that
mustn't threaten to destroy us. Energy
energy isn't spent on the job. Nor do
conservation mustn't interfere with
all jobs take the same amount,
spenmng BTI is for worthy reasons.
although most spend more than we
Fair enough. But so far. we're pavthink. But when you look al our availing more attention to the problems
able energy and the W.(XX).lXX) people
than we are to the energy itself. We've
at work, then f«X).(XX),(XX) BTi's is
got to stop making every social goal
each job's ..hare.
an ideological crusade. We need to
Now think jboul the MUXXMXX)
think things through and make rational
«/••««• I S. men and women experts say trade-offs if we're ever goir.g to get
will >x- i-.x>kmg for |obs over the next
those IH.(XX).IXX) additional jobs.
ten \ea. v. \t HIO.dUMlOO BTI Is apiece
Next time some zealot crusades
we'll r u e to come up with an extra
for anything, test the crusade against
14.4 quads of energy to create new
this question: />«•> it produce M least
lobs v r them.
"Hi- BTI's worth ol'etierfiy? If not, it
At Armco. we face the energy
won't do a thing to help you get a job.
problem everv dav because it takes
about 29.«X).(IX) BTI s t. make each

Plain talk about
ENERGY

ARMCO

V

Free—Armco's plain
talk on how to get
a job
We've got a free booklet to help you
get a job. Use it to set yourself apart,
above the crowd. We answer 50 key
questions you'll need to know. Like
why you should bone up on companies
you like. What to do oiler the first
interview. Hints to make you a r.iore
aggressive, attractive job candidate.
All prepared for Armco by a consulting firm specializing in business
recruiting, with help from the placement staff of a leading university
Send for your free copy of How to
Get if Job. Write Armco Steel Corporation. Educational Relations Dept..
General Offices. U-2. Middletown.
Ohio 4MH3. Our supply isjimited.
so write now.

Armco wonts >sur plain talk
about energy and job*
l > v s our message make sense" We'd
like to know what you think. Your
pcrwnal experiences. Facts you've
found to prove or disprove our point.
Drop us a line. We'll send you a more
detailed report on energy and jobs.
Our offer of How to Get a Job. above,
tells you how to wnte us. Let us hear
fri n you. We've got a stake in more
American jobs.

GDpuram

r
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WWSU victorious
Monday. the fourth day of April. I°77. WWSU. the campus
radio station, will join the airwaves as the voice of Wright State
University. We congratulate the station as it comes of age
following nine years of struggling to be heard.
The radio station should prove to be a valuable asset 10 the
en;ire campus community, btf.h on and off campus.
We commend Ihe station for it's persistant <• in meeting the
challenges of competitors such as WHIO. Pollution free radio wins
again'
Once again, our heartiest congratulations to WWSU as it goes
on the air. operated entirely hy students.

Good neighbors?
You may have noticed some ominous black clouds billowing up
from the Wright Patterson Air Force llase. in recent days; tilling
tie uir with pollution. If the clouds had originated from an
accidental fire we would overlook this threat to our skies, but it is
our understanding that refuse was being burned, [Our source was
a base employee].
It would seem that the government would be big enough to live
hy it's own laws, but apparently not as the V/PAFB is perhaps the
worst offender of pollution laws in the area, frequently drawing
criticism from the public for it s filthy treatment of air.
It may be that WPAFB is not subject to pollution laws, being a
military base, but it should comply with those laws anyway in the
greater interest of the community 's environment.
It would also seem logical that the base commander would be a
man dedicated to law. order, and duty to his country. Therefore we
think it would be appropriate if he would take immediate action to
eliminate pollutants from the base, obeying laws stringently
applied to civilian establishments,
in order with popular
concensus. in the best interests of our country.
Noise pollution is also a troublesome item, and while the base
may be unable 10 eliminate it. Jet noise could be reduced.
In the interest of the University and the surrounding community,
we ask for peace and fresh air.

Just for laughs
in case you haven t noticed, this issue of the GUARDIAN is our
annual April Fool's edition On pages I. 2. II. and 12. the
GUARDIAN staff takes potshots at those people who have made
this year an interesting, if not pleasurable experience.
Ah yes. April Fool's day. the time of year when jokes, pranks,
tricks, and assorted tomfoolery comes into bloom. While this may
a time for fun and games. there is something to hi• considered,
and that is the purpose of b.umttr.
Humor is designed to be a plec irt experience that brings a
smile or a laugh. Too often p+ople ore guilty of performing acts
that harm others and try to justify it as a form of humor. Such
forms of malice are criminal, an'J det>u;t from the festiveness of
any occasion.
The April Fool could be you. so keep things humorous.

333rigl|t g>tate (Euariiian
idiot in chief
mismanaging idiot
asses to the idiot

bomb tirebiter
ranee goldbutt [kung jev»|
slave getter, spam
cretin, shaved mackeral
propaganda minister
senda freeman
biHtze-ness mismanager
. . string blight
rejectionist
booty willingkon
ink slinger
shimmey queen
underdeveloped lens freaks
fillumup freddy. ma
barfum. tall gardenia,
hobbi itiUsthem
stuff
oozin callous, bill toledo. hairy chickenhouse.
clem slumstar. edweirdo garbage, menace peon, grim lawndung.
haba ann, ma barfum. tellern icame. cruisin stopped, rotunda
rolls, quick barff yess yourelucky. britches warped, wrong
crookedcon, tough bacon, yakky talkin. gar.py rasper, snarl spit,
bareall disaster.
goofleader
scary shock
swipeletters
t-bonez. chatty mindoff
misleader
slobbert good
inkadinkadoer
becverpick nose
the guardian is thrown together whenever we feel like it
complaints can be filed in your ear or any other appropriate orifice
l<« your person.
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R e f u g e from the retrace
David A McElroy

The warm rays of the sun are America. Time honored methods,
once again gracing this part of considered obsolete by many, are
the carlh as iices and plants often the mosi easily lived with,
awaken from a long winter's rewarding.
and
affordable
sleep to the singing of birds in a means, and they enable homeland becoming green.
steaders to manage quite nicely
Spring has always been a time without the high technology supfor love and wonderment, a time plied by the system at ever
ol beauty and rebirth as new life increasing rates.
springs from the soil. Spring
embodies the very essence of
life.
Spring is a good time !o
remember how truly dependent
we are upon the eafih bciieath
our feet. Almost everything you
can think of came from the
ground at least somewhere along
the line. The soil is our primary
source of sustenance, and !hat
should be remembered in this
age of sprawling urban development. which seems to overshadow other priorities.
In the past century men have
been drawn from the rural life to
become part of the industrial
revolution. They came in search
Homesteaders arc finding the
of higher wages in order to self sufficient philosophy of livpurchase those newfangled de- ing to be rewarding in many
vices they could not afford on low ways. They arc able to shape an
farm A ages.
independent lifestyle around
The 'system' has become a their own individual needs and
great deal more complex in desires. They find the tie to be a
recent decades, and in doing so it part of cultural activities, instead
has seperated the vast majority af just reading about them or
of people from their food supply, studying them in some instituthe soil. As people left their land tion. Often they learn the true
behind, wealthier farmers and meaning of the word Yommun.'otporates bought up their lands. itv'. working together informally
Agribusiness grew out of the to meet cmergi ncy situations,
situation, and now a handful of barter lor goods and services,
corporates control farm produc- and hold truly festive occassions
tion and grocery prices.
•vithout the phony commercial
A food shortage can be as trappings. They have meaningful
easily arranged as a gas short- family lives with time for the
age.
children, things generally cancelAmerica, however, has experi- led out by the hectic schedules of
enced a new trend, with people urban life, a vital component of
once again taking up the rural industry.
lifestyle. Many of the people in
Many homesteaders, write,
the "back to the iand" move- paint, or produce crafts in their
ment come seeking refuge from home for income. While the
the rat rase of professional or income of the average homeblue cellar occupations, leaving steader may be low dollarwise.
the urban darner for the peace of he will have more food than he
the farm. They wanted to get off can eat. plenty of free time, and
the nipple of enslavement and be can easily earn the needed cash
self sufficient.
ir<-ome by cither selling farm
These people seeking the rural produce or working in a nearby
contentment of a homestead community part-time. They can
found that it really doesn't take do according to their own whims
as much effort to earn a living because they are much less
when people go directly to the dependent upon the system.
soil and farm for sufficiency
The true homesteaders doesn't
rather than being drawn into the need many bucks because he has
system; a trap of incentive which eliminated the greedy middleis no mote than « treadmill to men who stand between people
death and taxes interspersed and the soil's bounty. He has
with nervous breakdowns. Home- attained what is possibly the
steaders have found the time to tvinst form of responsible freeenjoy life and yet earn an honest dom available.
living.
The liomesteader is a pragmaHomesteaders have brought tic generalist rather than a specforth new impetus for some of ialist. He is versitile rather th» i
the dying arts in their search for fixed in some division of the
means of self reliance. Craftsmen whole. He is not led down the
are once again on the increase in primrese path tike the fatted calf.

The homesteader chooses a few
acres of soil because it will
support him even during severe
economic difficulties. The house
in the suburbs is only a trap, a
sourcc of routine headaches that
must be paid for again and
again, subject to the city and it's
whims.
Homesteaders have prjvcn
that there is a way out of the
ma/e of traps and restrictions
that lead to neurcsis in our
pay as-you-livc world. They are
simply dropping out of the indus
trial revolution and settling for
the self sufficiency of the small
family farm. They are not vainly
try ing to become rich and "lead"
the lives of others to eternally
appease a selfish ego. They
have gained a great deal of
personal satisfaction and security
by simply refusing the beckoning
ad men, convenience items, and
depreciation of Ihe system's
wares. How convenient is convenience when your whole life
must be spent to pay for it?
Meanwhile the system writhes
like a desperate junkie ft»r another fix in it's struggle for more
and more in an extremely finite
environment.
An economy based on the wide
distribution of land would be
much more stable and resistant
to inflation than the present
system of centralized exploitation
and extcrtion. lacking the pctenti.il for mass victimization. Everyman would still earn his living by
the sweat of his brow, on a
homestead, and egotistical profiteers would be eliminated. No
one entity (barring natural forces) could deprive the public of a
necessary item such as the gas
companies did.
Homcstcading would require
some hard work and discipline,
but it would be well worth the
effort, giving a life time of
security.
Homesteading need not imply
living without modern conveniences, only a different way of
pioviding them. Wind, water,
and solar power are playing an
important role in liberating pco
pie. Small local companies could
service the technical needs of a
community, without a corporate
monopoly.
The homesteader is perhaps
the noblest of men, seeking only
to provide a living suflU-ent for
his family, and not trying Vo
control greater and greater portions of the Earth in futile efforts
to entertain an inflated ego. His
life is governed by the seasons as
he reaps an honest living from
the soil. His is happy with the
simple pleasures of farm living,
and healthier for il.
So think of the bounties of the
soil, and grot/ your own. •
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Liberal arts editorial receives academia praise
To the editor:

To the editor:

ment and our lives. To lack such
perspective and certain critical
skills is to become technology's
victim, not its master. That we
already are victimized by everaccelerating technological change
is too obvious to mention. Liberal/humanistic studies should
no more be divorced from scientific/technological studies than
the proverbial horse and carriage. Students need both. More
desperately e»rh day.

Your March 8 editorial concerning the value and importance
of Liberal Arts studies is pointed
and persuasive. To your comment on the short-sightedness of
students in using educational
opportunities to learn only
'"highly technical, specified skills
of today" th&! "may be totally
obsolete in the future," 1 should
like to add: Technology by its
nature involves change. Liberal/
humanistic ftidies can provide
the philosophical perspective and
the critical ability to cope with
change as it shapes our environ-

Congratulations on your editorial appearing in the March 8
edition of the Wright State Guardian.
l! is good to read that the
Guardian "fears that soon universities will become veritable
vocational schools, with studies
in the humanities so neglected as
to become defunct." 1 sincerely
hope that this opinion is shared
by a great number of students a!
Wright State.
It is important that all of us be
prepared to earn a living. It is
more important that each of us

Eugene B Canlelupe
Dean. College of Liberal Arts

be prepared for a worthwhile life.
Congratulations again for your
thoughtful editorial.
Harry P Jeffrey
\Editor s note: Jeffrey is the
chairman of the WSU Board o)
Trustees |.

mentioned issue was objsi-tionable. I am sure other members of
the University community were
also offended. 1 earnestly hope,
that in the future, you us« more
discretion in your choice of material.
Sincerely.
Christopher B Sumner

To the editor:
With regard to your March 3
issue. 1 found myself very disturbed by your complete lack of
judgement. While I do not consider myself * prude. I do feel
that the photograph published on
the front page of the above

c
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PANCAKES
EGG SELECTIONS

Blueberry
FrrtH Froten Hlucb*-^ei
eooked
/ f a n r a t n . topped ir.th Hlueberry
Compote.
Sm ed with Whipped
Huttrr

All Fgg lh*het are
M if*l three of
the highett
ijua'it-. Eggt. three H>,tte*milk
l"v\> *krt and Whipped
Huttrr
Wr prepare
All Duhet
W,:h Huttrr

DINNERS

into aur Ruttermilk
P—dered
Sugar
Served

Hitllandai*e

S i l v e r iv-llar

B a t o n mid
S i r a k ntvl Ktff*
l * i r e d H » m a n d Kgg*
s>rlo»n I W l P a t t y a n d K<g*
l l i r e e Kgg* IAn* Style)

Boywnlimy
H»y*rnb>rr\
Sen rd mm

'lain

90 t With

rd

With

(%hotcr

n/ Soup

or lireen

Garden

f

10 or 18

Sieved

uith

to'hipped

V f t J C o r d o n BWu - Veal Steak. Hrradrd
and linlled
n U
Mrltrd
S u u i Cheete
over Thin Sheet ot Ham F*enrh Ftrd
P»tot<>e». Tomato
Slice* and Roll and Hutter

Huttrr

O l d Fa-hion H u t t e r m i l k Pancake,
folded ovee
Compote
and tpnnkled
u i f i Poudered
Sugar
li^noed
huttrr

Mr h n < a k w u r v l a n d S a i w r k r a u l - Itump
Knorkuunt.
<»i framing
Sauerkraut,
utth Potato hvuaket
Tomato
Sheet.
Ro'l and Hutter

ren ed

B a n a n a - R.«*ted
Pr-anr arr haked into four Hanana Ha,-nrrd
Pancaket.
topped with Frnh fiananat.
Chopped
Prcana
Srrx rd
H ith Hanana S\rup and Whipped
Huttrr

WAFFLES
All f t , i t W W / l ' i Arr Srt

tour

M a c G i l l i c u d d v a S p a g h e t t i n i a n d M e a t Ball#
Spaghettim
and ftir Meat Hal<1 <oieeed u*th Italian W a n n a f o
Saw r Sm-ed
uith tiarUc Hread

S H I a r C u r n l H a m i n d Kiut*
F«HH U n h i a u i a v m a n d K e g *
l * i a » h e d KJUC* H n w d i r t . Smtce

uith

Htupp.ti

llantation Fnad Chwkan
Or. p f trd Serted
uith
Honey
RUl and Hutter

Crvain

P a r n a t e Sandwich
Shipped
Huttrr
tuo Link Sauuiget

Egg

Three Huttermilk
Your thntr
of tut

One Hal/ Chicken,
French JVIM Tomato

cut m four ord
Sheet.

Pancaket.
on
Haeon Stnpt
a

OMELETTES

l h * # | | a l B a v Fiah a n d C h i p a — Hat rr IXppcd Cod PlUett. deep
until they art " i * p and crunch*
S e e i e d with French Fiei
Tomato
Sheet
Tartar Sauce
Roll and Hutter

M,»hr>«,m.

HamlmrKer C l u b rs—> &;»** Iftucr
Ti+ato
W « a . « S~,*d
f W »
F<r.t»wt Arki, C*Up*

fried

HAMBURGER PLATTERS
K..:krnne»

Sherd

F'rU,

Dublin

A faivrtte
fan.
Ihthhn.
('fern
Pepper* blended
' . ' l O d l\nrapptc
SUrr. Ino

Kiliarne*
Tipprrarv

I Aft
ITS

Sauteed

,n Huttrr

of Apple

briand
to both coo•».
Ikcrd
nghl ,n the Omelette
A

Ha,.* I M
l . m m k

I
Ctweea

I «0
Helfaai (Hot

19ft

F m K h TUMI

Comzotr

and our Thin

Egg

/\>n tkrt

1 40

Won.

Blarney
'nSptey)

1 IS

I 20
I TO

SANDWICHES and BURGERS
" I iced T u r k e y
T u n a Melt
Ham
"at'ydowii

B a r o n l^rtture a i d PomaUi
Grilled C h e e a .
i una Salad
Ham a n d S * « . C K » * »

M o n t e Carlo — I W

Itrtkir

IWJ«

Uttuc*

» • « .

« e w

muu

Patlydown
I TS

-M.

- P** Hen *Vr».

i

FRUITS JUICES CEREALS

# - w . o*g < nt> < M < go .ok
Npaniahburger *a»r»
TV# Krrf
tirr** f t H *

rf

PtUiet
fn—

Contmauul —
> >urHa,Of ia.rrd
h—i Pits
. W a H i ' U W K M h l l U
gt> » . ! « a f*enc* PHrt end rn*a

SALADS
M » e d Green G a r d e n S a l a d

WEE LEPRECHAUNS

O r a n c « JUKV

( . r a p c f r u i t 1' '
T o m a t o Jucee

and M a a l Bali.
He» t erUi
O n n e c a l B a v K.^v a n d C h . p i
- Fuk ' U M t ri.,h
fV«a IhM
and /hater
Wee B u f f e r - Onlleg Hmmme
hw
ramar* end f\ckle
S<a

Prune JOK*

Oafmral

«5

D » y C e m d 4 4 1 With

Fhut•

BEVERAGES
Coca Cola
K..« B «
Tab

X
30
M

Mitt
s u m Milk
C l a x o U l a K.Ik

l i . u n a i . o m l Caftan. S m r i " 1 *
I ' a m M

C4-

Au Ua.

Ca/. H a m

0mm

Prenrh Toaot - W
bullet
G r o u n d S w l o i n Bae« S t e a k
— French Fnm. .1e*l and filler
l e p r e c h a u n P l a t e - Itne Kgg
aa> lyte
Thrte Buur~u»

T u n a V T o m a t o - 3*mg *
Una Sated r « < M * a Whole
r — k e d r f C n t p
Greem . « a U .je*m*4ed
». a
i*,en,>,d
Hm* HeUd
end
tickle Ctapt
( oOnge Cheee* and P n m —
T W « « . et Cettagr Chjeet.
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MBA Chib
The MBA Club will meet
Monday, April 4. in room 465
Allyn hall from 6 pm to 6:45
pm. Craig Rider of the Career
Planning and Placement office
will be the guest speaker. All
interested persons are invited
to attend.
Pleasuring Workshop
The pleasurable aspects of
one's life will be explored and
experienced in a one day
workshop sponsored by the
Center for Creative Change in
Springfield. The workshop
will b» conducted by Adele
Greenfield. Consultant
in
Stress Management and Reluxation. Greenfield has studied at the Gcstalt Institute of
Cleveland.
Some experiences to be
included in the day are: biofeedback-responding to internal cues; meditation-mind directing the body: and danceto get high on.
The workshop will be held
Saturday. April 2. iO am-5
pm. room 136. Hamma School
of Theology. Springfield. For
further information or to register call 323-0010. 325-7777.
or 323-7508 in Springfield:
878-9274 in Fairborn; or 2361140 in Dayton.
Guardian Raffle
The Guardian will be holding a raffle April 1. Prizes to
be awarded include: Evil Kmvil I'm Not: An AUTO biography by Gaylon Vickers.
Mem Kampf by Susan Stockton. West and Wewaxation al
Wast by Dave Watson. My
Friends Call Me 'Bogey'' byRichard Vorpe and The Bears
ant / by Ron Wukcson. Tickets will be on sale April I
before the raffle.
Phi Alpha Theta
Phi Alpha Theta. 'he History honor society, will hold
its spring initiation on May 7.
To qualify, one must have a
3.5 average in history with an
overall GPA of 3.0. If you
meet
these
qualifications
please contact Dr Arbagi or
leave a message for Ricardo in
the History office before April
:8.
Rltea of Spring
Theta Delta Phi and Alpha
Xi Delta will be sponsoring
the Rl.es of Spring dance on
April 1 from 8:30-12:30 pm in
the University Center cafeteria. Tickets will be sold in
advance and at the door.
Tickets are on sale now for
the gallon of red rose wine to
be raffled off at the Rites of
Spring Dance. April 1. Tickets
may be purchased this week
it the table located in the
University Center. The raffle
is sponsored by Alpha Xi
Delta and Theta Delta Phi.
lnter-Clnb Council
Inter-Club council is now
accepting bids fo. May Daze
clean-up on May 13, 1977. All
interested organizations must
leave bids in either the ICC
mailbox in the dean of students office or in Tim Napiers'
mailbox in the ICC office.
Inter-Club council reserves
the right not to accept bids if
the amount is considered excessive. The organization that
receives the job must sign a
contract. All bids must be in
by April 22.

Beth Abraham Svnaso^oe
The members of B ' is Abraham
Synagogue
would
like to invite any Jewish
students who are interested to
join them for a Passover Sedrr
on April 2nd or 3rd. If you are
interested, please call Mrs
Sugarman. 275-7403.
M u s k Lessons

Wright State University's
Community Music division
will be holding its spring
session registration through
March 30. Instruction wil be
offered ir all orchestral instruments. classical guitar, piano,
voice and basic musicianship.
The CMD program is designed to provide opportunities for musical study for ai?a
residents, regardless of whether they are students at
WSU.
Fees for the lesson vary and
private as well as group sessions are available, depending
upon the study subject. For
more details, contact the
CMD office of Wright State's
Department of Music. 8732787.
Sui imer Jobs
Have you started thinking
about what you want to do
this summer? You should
start now by attending the
FREF. "Summer Job" workshop offered by Career Planning & Placement. Topics to
be discussed include: how to
find i summer job. how to
make the most of your summer job. The workshop will be
held Wednesday. March 16 at
12:30 in 128 Millctt.
Montessorl & Music Theory
Worl-shop
There will be a terrific
workshop on Montcssori and
Music Theory April 2 at
Wright State. The practical
ideas of Montcssori will be
discussed from 10-12 noon
and the theory behind programs in music theory from
1-3 pm. Marsha Stencel. instructor at WSU and Dr R
Carlson, registered music
therapist. University of Illinois
will both speak. The workshop
will be held in room 343
Millett.
Career Planning Workshops
Do you know exactly what
you want to do with your life?
If not. you should attend one
of the FREE "Careet Plan
ning Workshops." Each workshop consists of three sequential sessions.
For Freshmer. & Sophomores. the scque ce wui be
held on Wednesdays. April 6.
13 4 20 from 10 am to 12
noon.
For Juniors & Seniors, the
sequence will be on Thursdays. April 7, 14 & 21 from 1
pm-3 pm.
To sign up. contact Career
Planning Sc Placement (87325S6), 134 Oclman hall.
48 Might Street Gallery
During the month of April,
the Dayton Society of Painters
and Sculptors will feature
three local artists at the 48
High Street Gallery. Margaret
Ebcrsbach. Ina and Lew Williams will exhibit oils, watercolors. pastels, drawings and
prints. The gallery' " °P* n 1 0
the public, free of charge, on
Saturdays and Sundays, 1 to 5
pm. Parking is available across the street from the art
gallery.

Fashion Show
"Co nmunitv Hospital Presents" will be sponsoring a
fashion show for the benefit of
Col.lwatcr Community Hospi
tal. Saturday. May 14. 8 pm al
the WSU Western Ohio
Branch Campus.
Mr Jerry Goldstein, owner
of Dale Fashions. Dayton, will
coordinate and present the
show ing of new designer fash
ions. Several outfits wil! be
given away to those in attendance
There will be champagnc
cocktails i'nd hors d'ocuvres
preceding the show and a
supper buffet following. Donations are $25 a couple or
$12.50 a single.

£mus
Swim Classes
Swimming classes for children ages 5 thru 13 are being
offered by the College of
Continuing and Community
F.ducation at Wright State's
pool in the Physical Education
building. Classes are held
on Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 6-8:30 and rt'n for ten
weeks. Registraiion can be
made by contacting the Phys
Ed depi 873-2771 and asking
for Lee Dexter. Classes start
on March 29,h bui children
will be accepted tiiru April 5.
VEO Raffle
The winners of the VEO
Book Store certificate raffle
were Caii Spray and Josee
Baker. Carl won the $30
certificate and Josee won the
$25 second place prize. The
VEO would like to thank the
Book Store for their $10 donation to the raffle.

Nexoe
The winners for contributions to the winter quarter
Nexus 7 7 have been announced. For poetry, charles
Dymond. first prize; Kathleen
Chamock, second; ar.d Marty
Kcnlon. third. For fiction:
Betty Crumrine. first; Marilyn
Luttenberger, second. Art:
Jimmy Greene, first; Dennis
Porter, second; Robert Marcum. third.
Nexus issues are now available in the bookstore and in
the Nexus office.
The deadline for Spring '77
s May I • Submissions can be
iropped off i.» Nexus office.
006 University Center or mailed to: Nexus. 006 University
Center. Wright State. Dayton,
Ohio. 45431.
Pool Hours
Many thanks to all of the
people who responded to the
ad concerning the Wright
State University Pool hours
for Winter Quarter. Will all of
your help and support we now
have open swimming during
the noon hour, and more time
during the evening hours for
Spring quarter. Thank you for
taking the interest and the
time to do something about it.
Racquetball Meeting
Racquet ball meeting Friday. April I. 4:00 pm. Room
166 PF. Building. Election of
officers. Forming team for
Ohio Racquetball Association
League. For additional information
please call
Ted
Schacker at 426-8631.
Job Hunting Skills
Before beginning your job
search (or summer job search)
you should know the basics of
resume writing and interviewing. To learn these skills,
attend the FREE workshops
offered by Carter Planning
and Placement. On April 14.
"Job Hunting & Interviewing" and "Resume & Letter
Writing" will be held from 10
am-12 noon and again from
6pm-8pm. These workshops
will take place in University
Center Dining room B. For
more information contact Career Planning and Placement
(873-2556) 134 Oelman hall.

Ombudsman resumes
The Ombudsman Advisory
Committee is now accepting
resumes from those wishing
to be considered for the position of Student Ombudsman
for next year. Resumes may
be left in the Ombudsman
Advisory Committee mailbox
in the Dean of Students office.
The deadline for submission
of resumes is April 22nd,

Fan Club
The newly formed Idi Amin
Fan club wil) meet Friday.
April I. the Political Science
department. Discussions include overthrow of Wright
State University. All interested arc invited to attend. 3-31

Kung-Fu-Tal Chi Club
The Kung-Fu Tai Chi Club
will hold its first meeting of
spring quarter Thursday.
April 7. at 5 pm. in 041-043 of
the University Center Dr
Fred Wu will lecture on
Kung-Fu. Tai Chi Chaun and
Eastern Philosophy. Admission is free and all are welcome.

Mlk? Warlike

,

Mike Warnke. ex-Satanist
high priest arid author of The
Satan-Seller, and Christian
singer Len Mink will appear
Monday. April 4 in the ballroom of the Dayton Exhibition
center at 7:30 pm. Tickets are
available for $3 ir. advanre at
all ticket central locations or
for $3.50 at the door.

Need a friend?

Dancing Donkey
Wright State's theatre department presents its annual
Children's Theatre offering.
Erik Vos' The Dancing Donkey. Fifteen touring performances are scheduled at 10
different elementary schools
throughout the Miami Valley
and four performances will be
presented in the Celebration
Theatre on Wright State's
main campus.

On April 8 and 9. Friday

and Saturday. The Dancing
Donkey will be presented in
WSU Creative Arts Center
Celebration Theatre. Performance times are 1:30 pm and
3:30 pm each day, JVhilc
there are no advanced ticket
sales, tickets can be purchased the day of the performance
at the box office.
Prices arc $1.50 for adults
and $.75 for children.

WWSU Applications
WWSU (Wright State's radio station) will be accepting
applications for a new station
manager beginning April I.
Only qualifications-must be
friends with Steve Kirk.
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For freedom like this,
especially during your
menstrual period, trust
your protection to
Tampax tampons More
women use them than all
other tampons combined
The slim, smooth,
prelubricated containerapplicator makes
Tampax tampons
comfortable to insert
Removal is no problem,
either 'Ihe withdrawal
cord is chain stitched the
entire length of the tampon
and can't pull off
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Animated Wizard is million year trip into future
BY RICHARD A VORPE
Guardian Feature Writer
Once upon a time in tht
magical land of Matagar. ten
million years in the future and
right after the nuclear holoaust. two sons were bom to
the beautiful Queen Delia
One of them was very good
,md the other was very evil.
For the rest of their lives
they would fight each other
for control of the world.

red spots appear on the innocence of the little fairies...well.
Even Wizards main character.
Avadar. has a touch of letcher in
him. Avadar's closest confidente
is a well endowed, scatily clothed
young lady by the name of FJinore.
Wizards is a fantasy that encompasses all the elements the
Tolklien books did. The war of
good against evil. With the lines
drawn distinctly between the
two. Avadar being the good, and
Ralph Bakshi. creator of Fritz h l s brother Black wolf, with the
the Cat. The Sine Lives of Fritz help of documentary footage of
the Cat. Heavy Traffic, pulls Hitler's reign of terror that was
himself out of the gu«er of World War II. motivates his
yesterday s trippy cartoon clas- apathetic demons c* darkness to
sics. and attempts to tackle the w a r
ancient themes of sword and sorT h c s t o r v i s a simplistic one.
cerery. Wizards is the title and it h u t w i t h the distinct characters
is animated fare par excellente! t h a t m a k c a f a n t a s y work. Ava
Since the demise of America s j a r ,he most unlikelv of creafantasv animated film master. , u r e s to be a Wizard. Elinore. a
Walt Disney, serious animated bcautifullv winged creature, with
films have been slim in the a cynical sense of reality. Wee
offering. Even the Disney Stu- Hawkey, the daring warrior,
dios. who still claim they makc whose heroism never finds a real
movies for all ages, has become a battle to get his teeth into.
major reason why sacharrin
One of thc more magical moshould be banned in this country. m e n t s j„ ,h c film is when Wee
The torch was never picked up by Hawkey falls down into a pit. In
any other American film com- ,h c darkness of the pit the little
pany. incluoing Disney. Most warrior does battle with the
attempts at such adult/child an- unseen in a ritualistic warrior's
imated fare was too sweet or like ballet that sent chills through
Bakshi early projects in question- this reviewer's veins.
able taste. Only the release of
Bakshi. who in Wizards, works
foreign imports such as Fantasia wiih some ol the best known
Planet, and PBS' Animation Film comic books artists in this count-cstival seemed to take the try. is finally leaning in the
whole thing seriously.
proper direction.
Bakshi is not the receiver of
Thc Illustrated History of Man(he Disney torch. With thc mak- kind was drawn totally by Mike
ing of Wizards he ignites the fire Ploog for Bakshi. It is a main
of a totally different concept of p a r , Df t hc film's plot motivation
film animation. Wizards, dares at a n ( | js a self supporting device,
more than one point to be far jn (he text within which it is
more adult than the normal nine UScd.
year old would probably like. The
Others who helped in the profilm's violence is more than once duction ate Gary Murrow. Jim
openly graphic. No violence worthy of Pechipah. but to sec thc

GEAR UP FOR SPRING

love &the
"**•
great outdoors
backpacking, rock climbing
quality outdoor clothing

Starlin. according to other sources.
Bak:<iii°s Wizards is a masterful stepping stone to a mixed
animation and lived action ver-

sion of Tolklien's Lord oj the
Kings trilogy. Bakshi started production on this project January
17, 1977. according'to Variety.
Wizards is a step that had to

be taken if film animation was
going to survive in America as an
aft form and is also an excellent
film without all the explani'ion.

HA HA PIZZA?
exotic and indifferent homemade
pl/ra over 20 benetolanl Items
immaculate subs
yellow springs, ohlo

"Extraordinary.
It's really quite
like a...hmm
...it's rather...
well, like... it
reminds one
of...hnunm..."

Klnga Yard
220 Xcnla Ave (Rte 6?'
Yellow Springs, Ohio 767-1866
Mon-Sat 10:30-5:30
Fri 'til 8
Sun 12-4

Kathy Kessler. Wright State '78, replies to the
question. "What does Genesee Cream Ale
really taste like?"

Star Hat®
HOUSE O F DRAFT
College Night T h u r s d a y
Pitchcrs Half Piicc
Sunday Beer BlaatM
"JUHI a d a m n good place to drink*
Comer of North and Race
Springfield, Ohio

Genesee Cream Ale.

No other beer or ale comes
close to it at all. The nearest
thing to it is. uh...hmmm. well
maybe it's...uhhh...

It's something different.
S I » '
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classit dadsclassifiedadscli
e
THINKING OF Flying? Sanderson "Private pilot rourse".
.Icppesen "flight Manual" Jeppenscn 2 in 1 plotter. EG-B
flight computer by APR. All
fot $25. Reply to maiibox S95
or rail 879-5980 or ext 2185 on
campus. 3-31
FOR SALE: Girl s bicycle in
good shape. $30. Call Melissa
Foust at 263-4272. 3-31
FOR SALE: Portable stereo
record pl.vcr with two speakers and AM-FM radio. (Needs
a new n.?edle). $25. Call
Melissa Foust at 263-4272.
3-31
1966 MARTIN D-20-12 Twelve
String Guitar. Hard Shell
case, light action. Excellent
cond. Must sell. Sec Mike in
114 By or HI50 or 767-7613
evenings. 3-31
FOR SALE: l Q 7l (Iran Prix,
silver, air. power brakes, windows and seat, rallywheels.
radials. if interested get in
touch with Dave Bos H575.
3-31
62 Chevrolet. 58.000 miles.
Stick shift. Good body, good
transportation. Best offer.
Call 434-4828 or 435-3193 after 6 or weekend. 3-31
'<>8 Ambassador 2 door hard
top. Full power. A/C. Immaculate. Best ofler. Call 4344828 or 435-3193 after 6 or
weekend. 3-31
JOKES FOR SALF.-cspecially
appealing for the budding
comedian. Send one dollar,
name, and mailbox number
for one joke to NS54. 3-31
GREATEST HITS of Moby
Grapes. For your very own
copy, leave one dollar, name,
and mailbox number in N554.
3-31
USED K TEL RECORDS Send
one dollar, name, and maiibox
number to N554. Order before
midnight tonight. 3-31
FOR SALE: 67 Olds. PS. PB.
dependable
transportatirAsking $400. Call 426-08- 5
after 4 or leave m e s s i j c ia
mailbox MS4S. 3-31
1970 KARMANN Ghia convertible to part out. Tires,
transaxle.- seals, windshield
body parts etc. 878-7942. 3-3!
1974 KAWASAKI 25C. with
crash bar. book rack A back
rest, excellent condition. $700
878-7942. 3-31
1974 KAWASAKI KZ400.
Windjammer II fairing with
factory lowers, luggage rack,
excellent condition. Asking
$900. On rampus call X2980
ask for Diane or leave message in mailbox E18. 3-31
LOOKING FOR that eyecatcher for your living room wall?
HOw about a wee bit of old
Engand? Brass ryb'oings of
fcnights. ladies, etc in different colors-some framed.
Contact D93 or 429-2346. 3-31
35 MM CAMERA for sale.
Single lens reflex. 52 mm
lens. Comes with strap, case,
has automatic timer switch.
S7S. Leaver replies in A258.
3-31

1976 YAMAHA X536CC. color: orange, brand new. 4
stroke. 6 spd. 60 miles, luggage rack, bell star 120 helment 'color: orange. 7'/i).
Grandmother rode it only on
Sunday to church. Call Bill
426-3650 or reply mailbox
Ml27. 3-31
1970 DODGE Challenger 383.
AC. PS. good condition, new
shocks, new brakes, call Bill
426-3650 or reply mailbox
Ml27. 3-31
FOR SALE: 1972 Gran Torino
Sport. Automatic, air condition. brown with white vinyl
top. Good condition. Call 2774906. 3-31
NEED A CAR? Buy mine1975 Camaro LT. Burnt orange. 24000 mi. full power,
air cond. must sell. Call Pam
at 233-2708 after 6 pm. 3-31
CB RADIO for sale. 23 channel LaFayette. Comes with
antenna, cogx, and slide
mount. Make offer. Leave replies in A258. 3-31
FOR SALE: Art supplies, privately owned. Call 434-5295
after 5:00 pm. 3-31

FOP R e n t
APARTMENTS FOR REND
MOO and up. Furnished in
Yellow Springs. Call 372-2047
Thurs thru Sat if interested in
seeing and renting. 3-31
FEMALE seeking place to
stay during week with two or
more other females in Bonnie
Villa or Mapleview apts. Reply mailbox E685. 3-31
FEMALE ROOMATE needed
to share Bonnie Villa apt.
Leave message in Allyn hall
mailbox D116 or call 294-8137.
3-31
FOR RENT: One half of brick
dupicx. $i50 plus electric.
Appliances Furnished, pets
OK no kids. Prefer mellow
people Close to WSU. For
more info call 879-4864 after 4
pm. 3-31
FEMALE OR MALE roommates to share two bedrooms
apt. (Bonnie Villa) private
room. $60 a month and utilities. From April I. Call
873-2983. 3-31
RESPONSIBLE female need
ed to share a Bonnie Villa
Apartment. Only one-third of
the rent and utilities would be
required. If interested, please
call us at 429-3766 or drop us
a note in mailbox H573. 3-31
STUDENT
ROOMMATE
WANTED: 3 bedroom ranc.i,
sharf with owner. $65 mth
and one third utilities. 3 mi
WSU. Jon 254-9409. 3-31

Help Wanted
TEACHERS WANTED >11 levels. Foreign and Domestic
teachers. Box 1063 Vancouver. Wa. 98660. 3-31
1890's celebration 1st week of
May need barbershop quartet.
If you arc in one or know of
one interesting in doing a performance leave note in mailbox E592. Would be fun.
interesting. 3-31

PART TIME Driving instructor. Must have 5 years driving
experience. Valid operators
license. AAA Driving School.
224-2861. 3-7-4
LOCAL TERRORIST group
seeking parttime or full time
hostages on or around July 4
Must be in good health. Apply
Box N197. 3-31
WANTED: Guvs and girls
ivho would like t:> have some
fun playing Intramural softball on a Co-rec team, sign up
at Hollow Tree on or before
April 1. 3-31
PAINTING—interior, exterior.
Experienced. Call 878-9879.
3-31

Lost & Found
LOST: One landshark. Last
seen in vicinity of the medical
Science department. Answers
to "the Plumer." If found,
please return to Dr Beljan's
office. 3-31
FOUND: Two birth certifi
cates with the names of Christopher Michael Delong and
Christine JarquHne Delong.
Will the person responsible
please come to 241 Allyn hall
to claim these papers. 3-31
MISSING Dr
Octoou,.
If
found, contact Peter Parker
3-31
FOUND: calculator during finals week. Call 873-3110 or
stop n my office at W422A
Millett to identify. 3-31

Share-a-Ride
RIDES NEEDED from Xcnia
to WSU MWF for an eight
o'clock class, and Th for a
seven o'clock pm cUss from
WSU to Xenia at noon M a p .
and 10:00 pm W and 9:00 pm
Th. Kind person call Btth at
372-8772 or P46 3-31

Miscellaneous
CONGRATULATIONS to the
winners of the VEO bookstore
certificate raffle. Josee Baker
won the $25 certificate and
Carl Spray won the $30 certificate. We thank all those who
participated in the raffle. Wc
arc sorry everyone couldn't
win. 3-31
YOU BETTER WATCH OUT!
SDP is coming Spring Quarter. and we want YOU!!! 3-31
THE ST RITA Guitar Group
is presenting the folk musical
opera I Am Alive, based on
the Passion of Christ, on
Friday, April 8. Come to the
Assembly room in the church
basement it 5401 N Main St.
3-31
TO ALL YOU tough Rugby
players! Practices are Tuesday and Thursday from 4 to 6.
Our first game is this weekend. so practicts are vital
(yes. VITAL). 3-31
COME OUT & support your
team! The WSU Rugby will be
playing against Defiance this
Saturday at 2 on field 1
(behind the tennis courts).
Everyone is welcome! 3-31

TERM PAPERS tvped. Phone
878-9944. 3-31-2
GET RICH QUICK-Send one
dollar, name and mailbox
number to N554. 3-31
GROVER HENSON feels forgotten: send mail or anything
to N554. This offet expires at
midnight tonight. No junk
mail accepted. 3-31
WANT NOTHING FOR Some
thing? Send me one dollar and
I will send you nothing. Leave
money, name, snd mailbox
number in N554. 3-31
CAR
STEREO
SYSTEMwould like to buy cassette
player or FM-cassette player
(AM optional), with or without
speakers. Reply to box M28.
3-31
RITES OF SPRING Do you
know why? 3-31
RITES OF SPRING-Participatc in the mutual ecstasy.
3-31
RITES OF SPRING-DO you
know how? 3-31
RITES OF SPRING-If you
don't know how. our experii need tutors will teach you
everything. 3-31
RITES OF SPRING-Fridav.
April 1. University Center
Cafeteria. 8:30 pm-12:30 am.
Featuring Satori, beer, munchics. .-nd fun. 3-31

Perspnals
JAN'S roommate. Let's gel
together just you and me.
alone upstairs in apartment D.
I'll bring you flowers and
bring you candy then Jan's
gift will come in handy. Fox
Lovtr! 3-31
TO THE GENTLEMEN of Phi
Kappa Tay: Every second was
a pleasrc!we'll initiate your
new pledges in the pleasures
of "partying" with the "sensuous Zitas!" 3-31
WELCOME to Zci.i Tau Alpha's new pledges: Jackie
Studcr. Tammy Newton. Belinda Zca. Anita Wagner and
Tess Schroerlukc. 3-31
WE'LL also show the activcs a
few things they missed out on
first time around. PJ you were
great! Readv or not! The
ZTA's. 3-31
IF YOU HAVE FOUND IT.
come to the Rites of Spring
and get rid of it. 3-31
WHY IS the smallest bathroom at WSU next to the
Raths? Another feat of planning brought to us by our
dollars. 3-31
DANCE DANCE DANCE. Celebrate the end of Winter!
Come to the Rites of Spring.
Friday. April 1. Get your tickets in Allyn hall or the University Center. 3-31
JEAN AND TERR!: Congratulations! Rumor has the. Salem
Cigarette Corp is going out of
business. 3-31

CONGRATULATIONS to the
newly elected officers of the
Local Greek Council (LGC)—
president: Scott Graham. Theta Delta Phi: corresponding
secretary:' Sherry
"Turk"
Klitch. Kappa Delta Chi. 3-31
TO MY DARLING TERI de
light, my love is yours! I
want to plunge right in
tonight!
Your Huggin' Honey 3-31
RUGGED: Good luck in the
upcoming season. Rewards await you! Your Zeta Lady.
3-31-1
MICHEAL EDWIN Hcmmelgarn: Alias "the FRITZ" defeated the University of Daytor. in a Battle of the Beer
'buggers at the Shed Monday
March 7 in the honor of
Wright State University. 3-31
\J: Maintain your independence: but please consider
.laying. 3-31
KT AND RON-Thanks for two
great quarters of PhysiologyJudy Loper. Curly and Fuzzy,
the threi Musketeers. 3-31
"COTTON PICKER", it has
come to my attention that you
have recently received refills—How would you like to
lose your first one? "Cherry
Picker" 3-31
SA I didn't get your valentine
but I got your notes. Your
making plenty of promises but
showing no results so you're
just a fucking joke! C Squared
3-31
GEOLOGY MAJORS get their
rocks off at Rites of Spring.
3-31
HAPPY BELATED Birthday
Rough Rider! You're not getting older, you're getting better. Keep riding hard and you
will stay on longer. The ChillyKid. 3-31-1
TO JUDY: Are you saved?
We're praying for you! Love
in Christ from your concerned
freaks. 3-31
TO ELTON
"shake that
"move that
Lover of Blue

GARTIAN: I'll
f a t " if you'll
muscle!" The
Glasses.

TO WHOM IT MAY Concern:
I told you I could! J Christ.
3-31
GIARDIAN classified ads
are free to Wright State Unl»er*lt> students and ten cent*
per word for all others. All
free ads will appear a maximum of two time* unless
resubmitted. Forms may be
obtalKrd at the GUARDIAN
office, 046 University Center.
Paid ads will appear a*
many times as requested by
the
advertiser.
Pay«
should aceompwy the order
for non-student sds. N : classified ads will be accepted over
the phone.
AN d a u i f k d ads must bear
the advertisers signal are as
well as hla or her address,
telephone i n a b t r . and social
Security number. Ada af queamy
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Seventy-po^nd
BY TIM JOHNSON
Guardian Staff Writer
Today, amidst a steady shower
of seventy pound hailstones, the
case of the University Center
Board vs Wright State University

March 31, 1977 G U A R D I A N I I

hailstones barrage Fairborn courtroom

« ent to trial in Inferior court w i t h
the semi-honorable Judge Roy
Bean attempting to preside.
The trial was delayed a few
moments in starting because the
judge was having some problems
adjusting
his hernia girdle.

Repair—Foreign and domes!.:
Work Guaranteed 0:«) Vcar

Prosecuting on behalf A the
UCB wes the American Sexual
Liberties Union (ASLU). Benson
Holyman. spokesman for the
organization, was available to

answer questions just prior to the
start of proceedings. When asked
why the ASLU had taken the case
he replied. " W e l l , this is just
part of a trend in our country

today. More and more, w e ' r e
majoring on the letter of the law
and trying to ignore the spirit of
the law.
(continued on page 12)

BY JEKF LACON
Guardian Slaff Writer

or. " t h e students are protesting
the lost o f the Lewis stole
g a l l e r y . " Spearlock added, that
on March 27 Lewis announced lie
was " r e o p e n i n g the store. This
forced the art department, who
has been using the empty building as a gallery to l e a v e . "
The two hostages are Rita De
K c l i r , Talbott Towers Director of
Leasing, and the director o f the
Dayton City Beautiful council
Paul Hick.

Dayton Police have reported,
the students demand that Lewis
withdraw his claim of the store,
or adequate gallery space is
made available. Police added
that if the students demands are
not met by the end of the week,
the students plan to cut o f f
Refill's left armpit, and carve a
smiley face on the back side of
Hick. Police plan to cooperate
fully with the students.

Art students baricade hostages

On Monday March 28. five
unidentified Wright State University art students barricaded
themselves and two hostages in
the Billy Lewis store on First and
Ludlow in Dayton.
According to William Spearlock. Wright State Gallery Direct-

808 South Csntrs* Ave
k
FatftoOrn. Ohio
\ PhTna »79-(N<>|/

WSU tenures students

Congratulations to Delta Zeta's
New Officers for 1977-1978
Cindy Warren
P a t t y Luther
Cathy Calkins
P a t t y Kneor
Linda Henry
Sheri Stinson
Phyllis Baker
Karen Stridor

BY SUSAN OPT
Guardian Slaff W r l w r

President
First Vice-President
Second Vice-President
Third Vice-President
Recording Secretary
Corresponding Secretary
Treasurer
Historian/Chaplain

and status." said Murray when
explaing the reason for student
Academic Council last Montenure.
day. passed a resolution allowing
A tenured student, like a
students to applv for tenure,
tenured professor, cannot be
beginning Fall, 1977. Dr John
asked to leave the university.
Murray, vice president and vice
Murray feels this w i l l especially
pr«vost for academic affairs,
appeal to the graduate student
member of Academic Council,
who presently only has five years
said students would be required
to complete his degree. " U n d e r
to meet qualifications similar to this option, the student can take
faculty members. At the present, as many years as he l i k e s . "
faculty tenure is judged o r serMurray stated.
vice, scholarship, and teaching.
A tenured student will receive
" W e feet students who have to certain privileges like being the
be here more than four years first
person to register each
deserve some sort o f recognition
quarter. The tenured student
cannot be refused admittance to
any closed class or canceled
class.
The tenured student wili be
given a special discount card
allowing a five percent reduction
in book charges and tuition. " I t
will be kind of like the Golden
Buckeye card—we consider our
tenured students to be the Senior
Citizens o f Wright S f a ' e , " said
Murray.
To qualify for Tenure, a student first must have scholarship.
" A l m o s t anyone can qualify under this requirement, all it means
is they pass the courses thev
t a k e . " said Murray. However, he
pointed out. that once tenuri/ed.
the student could not be thrown
out for failing classes.
The second requirement is that
of service. "Scrvicc can be almost anything from helping little
old ladies to cross the street to
reporting undccaled cars to Sec u r i t y , " explained Murray.

When do you say Budweiser ?
•

When I think about pizza.
•

•

When my wallet says I can't afford pizza.

When the delivery guy leaves three large pizzas
(with everything) at my door by mistake.

Blimpie Now Open
637 Spinning P.d
252-4092
Mon-Thur
10-10

frl-Sat
10-12

Sun
12-9

The World's Second Best
Taite Treat

Come in and
Enjoy the Cadillac
of Hero#
Actually, anytime'* the right time to *ay Budweisor.
And when you do, you've really said It alt!
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w U plans $ 2 5 million bone crushing complex
BY LARRY COOPER
Guardian Sports Writer
Wright State University Athlete Director Don Mohr recently
announced that the Raiders
vould be fielding their first
NCAA varsity football team for
the 1978 season.
The announccmeni comes as a
surprise considering the financial
difficulties the diversity ha',
been having hut Mohr said.
"The decision was made with the
expectation that the football team

would pay for itself as well as
provide extra money for the
University's operating fund."
He explained that the Raiders
can stan intercollegiate play in
such a short time because of the
availability of Dayton's Welcome
Stadium for use as the home field
until the completion of a stadium
on campus, and he feels that a
solid nucleus can be formed for
the football team from members
of the Rugby team plus the thirty
high school footballers that will
receive scholarships to play for

the Haiders.
When asked if WSII really
needed a football team. Mohr
answered. "I feel the public has
shown that it will readily accept
football here. Hockey has attracted millions of fans with its
physical action and high school
football has had tremendous success in this area. Wrighi State
offers basketball and baseball as
skill finess sports and wrestling for power freaks but nothing
for the bloodthirsty fan who
craves bone crushing physical

Lynt testifies at Deep Throat court case
(continued from paae 11'
We love to knitpick about the
law these days. We just didn't
have these kind of opportunities
vcan ago. Why years ago nobody in their right mind would
ever have considered taking a
case like this t-> court. It's a great
situation for us lawyers. We love
to beat the rap. It's a wonderful
sense of power.
Anyway, the drift of the country today is toward individual
rights. People don't go along
with that old garbage about the
good of the community coming
before the rights of the individual. Where they used to say
that one person's rights ended
where the other person's began,
now they just seem to be saying
if the other person doesn't like ti
that's just tough."
"He's right." added Judge
Roy Bean. "We're getting so
darned liberated that in a few
years we'll have liberated ourselves right out of law and
order."
The first witness called to the
stand was Jane Wrench, liberal
arts representative to the student
rucouu. In cross-examination she
was asked by the defense how
old she was. She replied. "You
bet I'm bold. That's why I've
been fighting thir. thing from the
beginning.
Had she determined her academic major? "Not yet." she
replied, "but I have been checking out this cute master sergeant." Having established the
credibility of the witness, the
d;-fense asked h«r< to honestly
reflect on whether sne couid sec
any negative consequences arising from the -Jio-»isg of Deep
Throat.
In a now famous Freudian slip
which brought loud guffaws from
the gallery, she responded.
"There is nothing about the
showing of Deep Throat on campus which could in any way be
considered negative or incompatible with the university's role as
an institution of higher lusting."

The real surprise of the day.
however, came in the form of a
special witness procured by the
prosecution. The witness was Dr
Larry Lynt. That's right! Larry
Lynt. Dr Lynt is one of the
country's top experts in parnography. His aid was solicited due
to the fact that he holds a triple
doctorate. The prosecution believed that with such credentials
the witness would be virtually
un-impeachable.
Dr Lvnt's first doctorate *as
received in the area of navel
contemplation and was secured

MATINEES ONLY' SATURDAY and SUNDAY'"
[254-2636
3rd. RECORD
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| BREAKING WEEKlWMHK
lAWWAV TO O W O S I t WHICH! M I D I

A RAI.PH BAKSHI FILM

WBffl
D
S
An epic fantasy

of peace and magic.
Tonight Box Office Opens 6:30
Shows at 7i#O-8iJ5-l*tl0

UCB CINEMA

DOUBLE FEATURE
Jimi Hendrix
6:30 and 10:00

Medicine Ball Caravan

8:20 and 12:00
Fri & Sat - April 1 & 2 112 Oeinian

.
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LATE SHOW FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Tickets Available In Advance
Shown
Or at Showtime
at 11:30

The funniest film of J0S5.

Live Theatre returns to the VICTORY
THEATRE EXPRESS

Cat's Cradle

Laugh

Kurt Yonnegut, Jr.

CLINIC
IN CLEVELAND

1-800-362-1205
24 Hour Service

players for the football team
because, "We have done absolutely nothing for the Rugby
team and they still have full fall
and spring schedules. If they will
go out and knock themselves silly
every week just for the fun of it,
we assume that they will be more
than grateful for the chance to
knock themselves silly for the
glory of WSU."
The athletic department will
soon begin taking applications
from prospective coaches but a
head coach is 'tot cxpecled to be
named until late this summer,
then the head coach will hire five
assistants.

from the Department of Hist-jry
somewhere. He did his navel
research while sitting on the
toilet. Fortunately, by a stroke of
tissue paper, it was at this time
also that he formalized his findings on the accuracy of highaltitude bombing. He also stumbled upon his now famous formula for computing the wind factor
in relation to splashdown.
When asked what he hoped to
accomplish by testifying in the
trial. Lynt responded with the
sum-total of his vocabulary.
"Sho^e it."

ABORTION
INFORMATION
SERVICE
ASSISTING > 24 WEEK
PREGNANCIES.
TERMINATED BY LICENSED
PHYSICIANS.
IMMEDIATE ARRANGEMENTS
WR.LBE MADE WITH NO
HASSLE

action. The University of Dayton
is downgrading its football program so there is a void in big
time athletics in inis area that
the Raiders ran fill."
Plans for the construction of s
JO,000 seat. 25 million dollar
football-track complex, to be located in the K parking lot area,
are under way. and it is hoped
that the RMdcrs will be able to
play on their real home field by
the 1980 season.
A source from within the
athletic department that wished
to remain nameless said that the
athletic department is counting
heavily on the Rugby team for

adapted Ip BRICK PRIBRAM ami Kfc\ KITA
April 2 & 3
Saturday, 8pm Sunday 3 & 8 pm

STOOGES

Reserved Seat Engagement
92.50, 93.50 & 94.50
Croup rate* upon request
Fir* and Main S« 228-7591

